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Yet another Powerpoint-free presentation!



A Non-Majors Computer Graphics Class



Computer Graphics is the Hook

• Quickly engage a potentially unmotivated and uninterested audience

• We obviously don’t create a Pixar feature film

• But the concept is the same: 3D graphics modeling

• And we can very quickly start generating some interesting things

• Using the Ambrosia library from Duane Bailey at Williams College



First Class Example

• In the first week, we can write a program:

from ambrosia import *
scene.add(sphere, redPlaster)

camera.shoot()

• This generates an image:



Making it “Real”

• Students do “real” programming from the start

– using the popular Python programming language

– directly applicable to many fields

• Ambrosia lets the novice programmer produce impressive results quickly

Final project image by Shannice Rodriguez, Fall 2015

More: http://ascg-wiki.teresco.org/index.php/Category:Artists



Learning Objectives

“Real” programming and 3D modeling is what we do, but the goal to achieve

our learning objectives.

• Problem solving

– problem decomposition

– precise, algorithmic thinking

– precise specification of a solution

– logic

• Digital literacy

– basic concept

– file formats

– color representations

– markup language

• General computer skills

• Spatial reasoning



But...This is Hard!

Even for that simple first example, there’s much to do!

• Log into and navigate the interface on lab Macintosh computers

• Connect to the College’s network storage

• Open a Terminal and issue a specific series of commands from the keyboard

• Launch an editor appropriate for programming

Most if not all of these are brand new to the typical student!



Computer Science?

• Many of the Liberal Education categories encompass familar subjects

– everyone’s taken math, English, art, history and others in high school

– even for subjects like religious studies or political science, which stu-

dents might not have taken, they probably have some idea what it’s all

about

• But almost no one comes to Saint Rose having any (accurate) idea what

computer science is, let alone having taken a course!

• So we start, in many cases, from scratch



Other Challenges

• Lack of confidence in ability to use computers (even a genuine fear)

• Shockingly weak (or stale) math skills

• Even poor spelling

• Resentment about the Liberal Education requirements

• Inability or unwillingness to follow a set of directions



Thoughts and Advice

A few thoughts and words of advice from my experiences teaching

non-majors here and elsewhere.

• PATIENCE!

– a little (or a lot of) extra time and encouragement early can turn the

frustrated and confused student into a success story

• Students are unlikely to share our passion for our field coming in, but maybe

we can convey some of it

– the course is probably not their top priority in school, let alone their lives

– one of our challenges is to motivate them to make it a priority

• We need to remember how little they know about the field coming in

• Explain it again, even when no one admits confusion



Thoughts and Advice

• Students often have a wide variety of backgrounds coming in

– think about assignments that will be possible for all students who put

in the necessary effort but with components to challenge and maintain

engagement of the stronger or more experienced students

• Remind students that learning hurts sometimes – you can’t learn without

failed attempts, especially in computer science

– it’s not only acceptable, but expected and probably beneficial to go through

some failure along the way

– the thrill of getting something to work is well worth the pain of those

failures (it’s what got some of use addicted to programming!)

– if it’s not hard, then it shouldn’t be a college course, should it?

• Some still get frustrated quickly and quit...

• But to finish on a positive note, seeing the incredible growth in just a

semester can be very rewarding!



Thank You!

• Thank you Megan and Steve for inviting me

• Thank you to everyone for your attention

• I look forward to some good discussion


